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WHAT IS SPM?
Solar Power México is the leading tradeshow catering to the photovoltaic industry in Mexico
and Latin America. Organized by the top three events companies in the sector—Deutsche
Messe, SNEC PV Power Expo and Solar Power International—, Solar Power México showcases
the latest in photovoltaic and storage technologies, while offering participants the opportunity
to network with the major Mexican and international companies operating in the sector and
benefit from the best educational program in the region specializing in renewable energies.

SPM 2019 RESULTS
Solar Power México 2019 was a resounding success:
5,000 industry professionals from 26
countries
+ 100 exhibitors representing the entire
supply chain
+ 40 conference speakers
5,540 m² of exhibition space
Three-day event
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Mexico has everything it takes to become a solar power:
Third-highest levels of solar irradiation of any country on the planet (between 4.4 and 6.3 kWh/m2 per day)
85% of the country is located inside the “solar belt”, making it suitable for all types of projects
Mexico produces the cheapest photovoltaic energy in the world: $1.77 cents on the US dollar per kWh
A market that is growing exponentially:
The capacity of Mexico’s “solar roofs” increased 40% in 2019, from 692 to 975 MW (CRE)
The number of interconnection agreements grew from 94,893 to 129,893 in 2019 (CRE)
Investment in the sector stood at 1.7 billion USD in 2019 (CRE)
An additional 3,201 MW is expected to be installed by 2023, with the number of users climbing
to half a million nationwide (CRE)
Mexico currently has 68 large-scale solar power plants (CRE)
An experienced photovoltaic and components industry
A large pool of talented STEM graduates to serve the entire value chain

WHY +STORAGE?
The fusion of photovoltaic energy with storage
technologies will accelerate the transition to
renewable energies in Mexico and worldwide:
Mexico belongs to a select group of ten countries
that have large lithium deposits
The largest lithium deposit in the world was
recently discovered in Mexico, with proven
reserves of 243.8 million tons (Mining Technology)
In the last decade, the price of lithium ion batteries
has fallen 87% to $156 USD /kWh (BloombergNEF)
Global solar and wind energy storage capacity
will rise to 5,000 GW by 2030 (IRENA)
The storage market will generate profits of $300
billion USD throughout the entire value chain
and attract global investment of $440 billion
USD by 2030 (WEF).
All this will create a new market of prosumers
who produce, consume and store their own
electricity, promoting savings and efficiency
across the grid
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Solar Power México 2021 features the first pavilion in Latin America dedicated exclusively to energy
storage technologies, the storage of chemical and non-chemical products, thermal storage,
commercial and residential storage solutions, and grid-connection solutions.

EXPERIENCE + STORAGE
At our Storage Pavilion, visitors and exhibitors can
experience our “Solar Room”, a 108 -square-meter multisensorial space devoted to
technological innovation, the transfer of
know-how on the photovoltaic and energy
storage industries, and an invaluable networking opportunity.
SPECIAL
$ 5,500 USD
(2)

BUSINESS
$ 4,500 USD
(3)

BASIC
$ 3,000 USD
(1)

Visualization of logo and description of service at
+Storage
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Product exhibition area. For details, please contact
the Solar Power Mexico team.
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- Logo and link to your company’s website. Mention
as a sponsor of +Storage.
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- *Publication of logo on Solar Power Mexico social
media (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)
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- Logo on visitor mailings; acknowledgement as
sponsor
jpg, bmp, png, tiff, .ai formats in high resolution at
300 dpi
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- *Publication of article related to energy storage on
the Solar Power Mexico blog
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BENEFITS

Members’ Benefits Package
Benefits

Passes to the conference program or access to
online transmissions (where applicable)
Internet presence
- Detailed company description and logo

- Exclusive e-mail blast to visitor database promoting
your company’s participation in Solar Power Mexico
(designed by the client; HTML file, 600 px wide,
linked to website)
- Banner (GIF) on website
- Banner (GIF) on Digital Exhibitors’ Directory
Teamwork with the Solar Power Mexico Marketing
Department
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*A monthly publication as of the date sponsorship is taken out.
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Contact
Mexico, Central & South America
Thorsten Hofmann
+52 55 7028-3335 ext. 830
thorsten.hofmann@hfmexico.mx

China & Asia
Rayman Wu
+86 21 64276991
info@snec.org.cn

North America & Canada
Wes Sutler
+1 703 738-9475
wsutler@sets.solar

